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BEFORE YOU BEGIN
AIMS

Before starting a childrens' club, it is important that the team involved asks themselves, "Why

do we want to do this?" or maybe more accurately "why does the pastor and church leaders

want us to do this?".

Whatever the vision for the Holiday club may be, it is vital that all those involved are clear of it's

aims, feel able to share them and live up to them.

Make sure the objectives for you running this holiday club are clear and acceptable. The goals

of the club should be considered in relation to:

• the children?

• their families?

• your organization?

• your community?

VENUE

There are numerous options for venues when it comes to running a weekly children's ministry

or a week long holiday club. If you're blessed by having the correct facilities at your church, this

may be the obvious choice. However, it is worth considering if there are a variety of options in

your community that will meet the needs of your planned Club, whether another venue would

meet your needs better. Often local community clubs and schools have more appropriate

amenities, up-to-date equipment, have safety policies ready in place and are already an

established meeting place by the local non-churched community.
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Wherever you choice as your venue for running your children's ministry here are some factors

to take into consideration:

• It must be suitable for the kinds of activities planned. Does it have a kitchen to prepare snacks

and refreshment? Are the toilet facilities adequate? Does it have a large area for group
games?

Is it a safe and secure environment? Could other members of the public access the space?

• As a rule of thumb, it is suggested that a minimum of 25 square feet per child is available for

5-8-year-olds and ideally one toilet and hand basin per 10 children.

• Catering facilities, if they are to be used, must meet legal requirements (Note: No children

should have unsupervised access to the kitchen)

• Are you able to use the space before and after the sessions for set-up and clean up? If running

a week long Holiday Club, are you able to leave the room set up for the next day or will you

need to pack down at the end of each day?

• Is it available for the times and dates you require? Do not just presume it will be. Check

availability as soon as you can, and make a booking as soon as you are sure you want to use

the venue. If using space inside the church, make sure other ministries know you're using it

and the condition you need the room kept in. What would happen there was a sudden event,

such as a funeral? Would this hinder the space available for the club?

• If using a community building, how much will it cost? Is it within budget? Could you arrange a

discount on a group booking?

LEGALITIES

• Insurance – Make sure that your local churches policy covers the club as a whole and any

specific activities that you plan to include in it. Especially important if not being run at the church.

Outings need separate parental consent or a separate section on the general consent form.
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CHOOSING THE TEAM

Children's ministry is an excellent opportunity for teamwork; however you need to be sure you

have a full, suitable and prepared team before you begin. All those who are going to be adult

leaders in the ministry need to be selected in accordance to the Child Protection policy of your

local church.

Legally you must make sure there are adequate adult leaders for the number of children you

expect to have attended the club. (Note: ‘adult’ means over 18. Older teenagers can be a great

help and important role model for younger children; however they must not be counted as an

adult in the adult:child ratio).

You should not accept more children than are permitted under your local churches adult:child

ratio. Below is a recommend ratio.

For 0 to 2 years - 1 leader to every 3 children (1:3)

For 2 to 3 years - 1 leader to every 4 children (1:4)

For 3 to 8 years - 1 leader to every 8 children (1:8)

For over 8s - 1 leader for the first 8 children followed by 1:12

(i.e. 32 children would require 3 leaders)

Where groups are mixed, it is highly recommended to have at a male and female leader. It is

also advisable to have some extra team members who can step in at last minute should

someone be unable to attend. Leaders of specific roles should also have an assistant should

they be unable to attend.

SPECIFIC ROLES

It is essential that everyone knows what is expected of them and is aware of the other team

members' duties and responsibilities within the team.

The following are specific roles that should be given to team members. roles:
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COORDINATOR

You will need to appoint a coordinator for the ministry. The coordinator is the person to whom

all others can go to for information and help. The coordinator will also make sure that everyone

involved and the local church is kept up-to-date.

Usually, they are also the person who keeps the flow of activities, introducing the next items

and keeping everything on schedule.

It is important to finish on time each day as parents may need to leave promptly for other

appointments.

TEAM LEADERS AND ASSISTANT

Each team should have a clear leader who is assisted by a helper to take care of any

practicalities whilst the leader is directing the group’s activity. In mixed groups, it is recommend-

ed to have a male and female. These adults will be the primary contact for the children in their

team and should provide good role models in terms of joining in activities, leading discussions,

behaviour and having fun!

REGISTRATION

No child should be allowed to attend the club without a consent form that has be signed by

someone with parental responsibility. It is advised to have all consent forms returned before the

first day of the club to avoid over-subscription and provide for special requirements (Remember,

the venue, number of leaders, age of children, activities and aims will have a limiting effect on

the total numbers you can welcome into the Club).

Prior registration is also critical for catering for any food allergies or dietary requirements,

individual learning needs and specific medical conditions.

Each adult and child at the club should have a name badge (templates are supplied in the

pack.) Any adult or child who is seen at the venue without a badge should be challenged.
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OTHER ROLES

You will need people who can cover the following areas:

publicity;

administration;

first aid;

cleaning

drama

crafts

catering

MEETINGS

SMALL TEAM PLANNING MEETING

At the planning meeting, you will need to reach decisions on the issues described above: aims,

timing, venue, team members, numbers and ages of participants. It is not vital that everyone is

at this meeting, only the key leaders and the church pastor or childrens' leader.

Budget: This is also a good time to discuss budget: how much will you spend on the venue,

materials, catering, photocopying and printing, equipment and resources, other expenditure

specific to your plans. How will you cover your costs? Do you need to ask your local church for

funds? It is important for people in charge of specific roles to know their budget if they are

responsible for buying any items.

Publicity: How are people going to know about the club? (Poster and flyer templates are

included in this pack.) Publicity should be targeted according to the children you are trying to

reach. If you're trying to reach a local area, only advertise in that area. If you're aiming at a

specific age group, advertise in that age local school.

Posters can be displayed in significant places in your local community; flyers handed out or

sent to last year’s participants if you had a club last year.
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FULL TEAM MEETINGS

Before running the club, you will need to have at least two meetings, although these can be held

back to back. This is also an excellent opportunity for the team to build relationships before the

club starts.

SAFETY AND GOOD PRACTICE

All leaders must be reminded of local church's child protection policy. Even if regularly involved

in children's work, this is a good opportunity for all to remind themselves of general principles

of good practice when working with children.

THE PROGRAMME

Everyone involved should be familiar with the whole program. Run through the sketch and the

small group talks. Work out who is going to deliver which activities and what elements need

adapting for your local situation.
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SUPPLIES
Collecting all the supplies and equipment needed for your children's ministry might seem like

an impossible task. Small churches dream of having the resources of some larger churches.

However, if you divide the project into smaller tasks, and you’ll notice it all coming together.

Make a list

The first task is to make a list of all the supplies you're going to need in order to run your children's

club. This will change according to which activities you choose to run.

Once you have a completed list of everything you're going to need it is time to source them.

Own - The first step is to mark what you already own. If your church already has ground markers,

for example, this is one less thing for you to source.

Borrow - There are many items that will may not be needed after the completion of this program.

If you don't see an ongoing need for an item, it is worth seeing if you can borrow it. Could a local

school or church lend you extra tables or equipment? How about church members? You will

be amazed what people keep in their garages.

Donations - For church members who are unable to help / volunteer at the children's club,

donating items is an ideal way orf still being involved in a practical way. Make a list of the items

you need and make your local church aware of it. Use your church website, notice board,

Facebook page, newsletter, and bulletin. Have people sign off items they can donate.

Buy - Finally, there may be items that you will need to buy. Shop around and look online to make

sure you get the best price. Don't be scared to ask local business for a discount, you may well

be surprised by their willingness to support projects working with children within their community.
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DAILY CHECKS
The following checks should be carried out daily before any

children are allowed access to the club.

• Make sure all the rooms / areas you are going to use are safe and set out as you desire them.
Check the cleanness of toilets and supplies.

• Make sure everyone with a specific role is there well in advance of the start time. If not call
them to check the reason for the delay and to confirm whether you need to make any alternative
arrangements.

• Check that all leaders are fit to work, healthy, clean and in the right attitude.

• Confirm that the building is well sign-posted: toilets, areas for activities, emergency exits,
no entry areas.

• Give a printed programme for each session, with timings to all leaders

• Check that you have an accident book with empty pages and access to a telephone and a
complete first aid kit.

• Have all materials to hand and make sure everyone knows where the materials for their
activities are. Game and sports equipment, craft materials, pens and pencils and so on. Always
have a few extra prepared.

• Follow your agreed registration procedures carefully
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WHEN THE HOLIDAY
CLUB IS ALMOST OVER

As the final hour of the holiday club approaches, you could easily be forgiven for that long sigh

of relief. You've spent late nights, and early mornings preparing for it, full and buys days running

it and bought a fair number of resources for it. Nevertheless as the holiday club comes to a

close, there is still several important tasks that need to be completed.

Follow-up

If you have reached your local community through the holiday club, the likelihood is many of

those who have attended your holiday club, probably do not attend your church. Now that the

holiday club is nearly finished the big question is, "How do I get them to come back?" Here's

some tips:

Information Pack

Through this one holiday club, you have opened the door to reach these children on a regular

basis and share with them and their families the the Gospel. On the closing day of the Holiday

Club, it is a helpful idea to send home information with every child. Don't just assume that your

community knows every ministry your church offers. This is the opportunity to reach out to

parents and siblings of non-church children who attended. The children who had a great time

on your holiday club may inspire their mother to start attending your craft group or coffee

morning. Make sure the whole family knows you're a church who loves them and provides for

them. Included information regarding your weekday and weekend ministries. Also share about

key areas a family might be looking for help in such as marriage classes, a relevant teaching

series, divorce recovery, financial classes, etc.
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Make the next step simple

You should have a clear next step.

• Would you like to have a family celebration service, where you can give out prizes and show

photos for the holiday club?

• Would you like children to attend your weekly children’s ministry?

• Will you run another holiday club during the next school holidays?

• How about a back to school day to finish off the holidays?

No matter what you want the next step to be, make sure the children and their parents know

it. Do not simply assume that they will guess.

Thank Everyone

It is essential that you thank everyone involved in the Holiday Club. People are busy, and there

are many ministries who need assistant, consequently don't forget to thank those who

responded to God's prompting to serve in the holiday club.

A handwritten thank you card.

Sometimes the best way to show you appreciate your volunteers is the old fashioned way, by

writting a thank you card. A small note can go a long way in displaying your appreciation. Try

to make each note unique by thinking of specific things you saw that volunteer do to serve.

Don't forget to thank all those who donated items, prayed and helped in other practical ways.

Make them aware of the fact that you saw them serving and didn’t take their time for granted.

Special thank you event

Another way to show your appreciation to hold a special thank you evening. This can be a time

where everyone involved can share testimonies from the holiday clubs, pray and thank God

for how he provided and worked during the week and pray for the follow-up. At this event, you

could also have the pastor give thanks to everyone for their support and hand out the thank

you cards and possibly small gifts.
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Now is the best time to organize all the materials you have collected for the week. By organizing

everything now, you can dramatically save money and time in preparing for the next holiday

club.

Keep

Any items that can be reused should be clearly labelled and stored safely. Even small items

like pens, pencils, whistles, papers should be carefully stored ready for future use.

Make sure you store all the contact and personal information securely also. You will need this

contact information for follow-up and invitation to a future event.

Give Away

Most churches have a shortage of space. If you have items that you are never going to use

again, find a good home and donate them. Are there another ministry in the church or local

community projects that could benefit from them?

Recycle + Throw way

Finally, if you're not going to use something again and it's not in good enough condition to give

away, take it your local recycling centre. Don't just leave it in a corner somewhere.

Evaluate

Evaluating means reflecting on your holiday club to identify the strengths, weakness and

determine follow-up goals. You could create forms for the kids, parent and volunteer or simply

write down what you have learned from informal conversation. Whichever you choose, it is

important that you cover the following questions.

1. What were your “successes”?

2. Were you able to focus on your aims/purposes and did you accomplish it?

3. What do you want to repeat/do the same way next year?

4. What didn’t work the way you wanted it to?

Organize & Store:
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DRAMA
SCRIPTS

MP3 files for drama are also available to download
for use with puppets at www.truewaykids.com
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3 players walk in, PLAYER 1, PLAYER 2 & PLAYER 3, sweaty and disgruntled.

They sit folding their arms in defiance.

OPENING: The team manager walks in.

MANAGER: Okay, what wrong?

No one responds.

MANAGER: Look, it’s obvious you are upset so please just talk to me. What is it?

PLAYER 1: I quit.

PLAYER 2: Me too.

PLAYER 3: and me.

PLAYER 2: It's just not fair and I am not playing anymore!

MANAGER: Guys, what’s this about? You can't just walked out on a game before the half time
whistle?

PLAYER 1: The Ref is not treating us fair.

MANAGER: What do you mean?

PLAYER 2: You were there. You saw for yourself!

MANAGER: What was I supposed to see exactly?

PLAYER 3: I was tackled too hard and the player just got a warning. I did the same back to him
but the ref gave me a yellow card.

PLAYER 2: How is that fair?

PLAYER 1: That Ref just doesn’t like us.

PLAYER 3: It’s as if he has one rule for the other team and another rule for us.

PLAYER 1: We are not playing any more with that referee.

PLAYER 2: Well said PLAYER 1. No way was I offside either.

Pause.
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MANAGER: There are many times in life when people don't treat us fair, but that’s no reason to
quit.

PLAYER 1: Oh yes it is.

PLAYER 3: We play for fun.

PLAYER 2: And we play for free. So we can quit whenever we want to quit.

MANAGER: If you want to live your life as a quitter, quit, but you should not be controlled by the
way others act towards you.

PLAYER 1: Here comes the preacher! (talking to the other players).

MANAGER: If you want to hear preaching, come to church on Sunday. This is just me trying to
help you. There is only one fair and perfect judge and that’s God. Man is often unfair
and never perfect. But God judges everyone equally and fairly. Even the referee will
stand before God one day to give an account.

Pause to consider.

PLAYER 2: That makes sense, but why should we believe what you say?

>manager finds his bible and turns to a particular scripture.<

MANAGER: Do you remember what I told you about the Bible?

ALL PLAYERS: It is the highest source of authority in the universe and 100% correct.

MANAGER: Excellent. Deuteronomy 32:4 says, “Everything He (meaning God) does is just and
fair. He is a faithful God who does no wrong; how just and upright He is!”

>The others agree.<

PLAYER 2: Wait a minute. That means we will also be judged for the bad things we do to others.

PLAYER 3: Oh, that’s not good. I have done some bad things.

MANAGER: I am sure at some point all of us have done some bad things and judged someone else
unfairly.

Pause.

PLAYER 1: Yeah, I let my brother get blamed and punished for something he didn’t do.

MANAGER: Truth is, sometimes the things that people do to upset us are things we have done
ourselves to others or will do. If any of you becomes a Referee in the future, you will
have three mad young men in the locker room complaining how unfair you are and
ready to quit.

Pause.
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PLAYER 2: You’re probably right.

PLAYER 1: He’s always right. (Pointing to MANAGER)

Pause.

PLAYER 3: Do you think the Ref will allow us back in the game?

MANAGER: (smiles) I am sure he will, actually he is waiting for us to start the second half.

PLAYER 2: Let’s go then.

All put they hand in and shout “GO TRUEWAY' (Team’s name)

They leave excitedly.

He exits after the team.
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PLAYER 1: That was a good first half.

PLAYER 2: We are going to win this game easy.

Manager walks in

MANAGER: Good first half team. I want to bring on PLAYER 3, for the second half. Which one of
you two wants to offer to be substitute?

PLAYER 1: I shouldn't be substituted. I have already scored two goals. One more and I will make
my hat-rick.

PLAYER 2: Well, I shouldn’t be substituted either. I've passed the ball to PLAYER 1, for him to
make those two goals and I scored one of my own too.

PLAYER 1: You know that I am fitter than you (talking to Player 2)

PLAYER 2: No you're not, you eat too many hamburgers!!!

MANAGER: Come on now you two. I expect better of you. It's not always a bad thing to be a
substitute.

PLAYER 2: Yes, it is, it means you are not good enough.

MANAGER: That's not true. Sometimes we need to be substituted because we are tired or injured,
and sometimes we make a substitute to changes the team tactics. You have both
played really well in this game, but I want to bring PLAYER 3 on for the second half,
so that he can play too and we can have a stronger defence.

PLAYER 1: Well, I still don't want to be substituted.

PLAYER 2: Me neither!

MANAGER: Did you know that Jesus was willing to become a substitute for you?

PLAYER 2: What do you mean? Did Jesus play football?

MANAGER: Probably not, but he did come to earth to become a substitute for us. Do you
remember yesterday that we learned that God is a prefect judge?

PLAYER 1: Yes, I remember that and I am a little worried about being judged for all those bad
things that I have done.

MANAGER: Well Jesus came to be a substitute for all the bad things we have done. Because God is
a perfect and fair judge, he needs to punish us all for our sins. Sins are the bad things
we do. But Jesus came to take the punishment for our sins.
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<Manager takes his Bible>

The Bible says in 1 Peter 3:18; “Christ suffered for our sins once for all time. He never sinned, but he
died for sinners to bring you safely home to God”

PLAYER 2: Do you mean that Jesus never did anything wrong, but chose to swap positions with us
and take the punishment that we deserved.

MANAGER: Yes, that's right and that means if we trust in Jesus, we don't need to worry about God
punishing us because Jesus has given us his good life in place of our bad life.

PLAYER 2: That's amazing and to think that we were not even willing to switch places with
PLAYER 3 for 45minutes.

PLAYER 1: I will swap with PLAYER 3

PLAYER 2: Okay, and next time you need another substitute, than you can chose me.

MANAGER: (Shouts for player 3): PLAYER 3!!!

<Player 3> Runs in

MANAGER: PLAYER 1 has offered to swap with you for the second half, so that you can play.

PLAYER 3: Thanks PLAYER 1, you played really good in the first half.

PLAYER 1: Now it's your turn. Go score that hat-rick for me.

PLAYER 3: I'll do my best.

>Players put they hands in and shout GO TRUEWAY , and run back out onto the pitch
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PLAYER 1: WOW, I am so tired!!!

>Players 2 and 3 are on the floor, breathing heavily and drinking water<

MANAGER >walks in<
What's wrong with all of you? No one is running for the ball. You're all just standing around

looking out of breath.

PLAYER 2: (Struggling to breath). We are too tired!!!! They are making us run too much!!!!

MANAGER: Have you all been training the way you should have?

PLAYER 3: Yes, we've been training all week!

MANAGER: What have you been doing in training? Have you been practising your passing and
shooting? What about making tackles?

PLAYER 2: Yes, we've been doing all that.

PLAYER 1: That's right; we have been winning matches online all week!!

MANAGER: Online? You mean on a computer game?

PLAYER 2: Yes, the new world football champions game. Player 1's father bought it for him.

MANAGER: That's a great game, but playing computer games are not going to make you fit enough
to play a real game of football

PLAYER 3: I don't think all the crisps and energy drinks we had helped much either. My stomach
is still hurting!

MANAGER: I am sure they didn't. It's good to have fun, but it's important that you train well also. If
you don't train well, you can't expect to play well. The bible says that we need to train
all areas of our lives. We need to train our bodies to stay healthy by exercising and
eating well; we need to train our brains by working hard at school and studying. And
we need to train our spirits.

>Opens his bible< 1 Timothy 4:8 says "Physical training is good, but training for godliness is much
better, promising benefits in this life and in the life to come."

PLAYER 2: What do you mean our spirit?
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MANAGER: God made us with a body, a mind and a spirit.
>Manager pick up football shirt from floor<

You see this shirt is lifeless when just lying on the floor. But when you put it on it moves around with
you and "comes to life," even though you can't see the body behind it. Our spirit is like our body in-
side the shirt; it's what makes our outsides move and talk.
Or like an astronaut needs to wear a spacesuit in order to be in space, our spirit needs our body to live
in this world. When the astronauts go into space, they put on the spacesuit, and when they come back
to earth, they take it off. The same thing happens when we are born, we put on our body, but one day
if we ask God to forgive us and allow Jesus to become our substitute like we saw yesterday, then our
spirit will live with God in heaven forever.

PLAYER 3: Forever!!! Then it's really important that we train our spirits as well. But how do we
do that?

MANAGER: Well God has given us the Bible so that we can read it and become strong and we can
pray to Him and know Him better.

PLAYER 3: I haven't been training properly for football, school or God.

MANAGER: Today is a great day to start.

PLAYER 1: Sorry we haven't been training. We promise we will be better now and start training.

MANAGER: And if you need any help, you can ask, there are many people to help you. You can
ask me or your sports teacher to help you get fit. You can ask your teachers or parent
to help you study better and you can ask someone in the church to help you learn more
about God.

Now let’s go play the second half.

ALL PLAYERS: Put hand in and shout “GO TRUEWAY”
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MANAGER: Good first half team. I think for the second half we should add an extra striker.

PLAYER 1: I want to be the striker.

PLAYER 2: No, I want to be the striker.

PLAYER 3: You are both hopeless. You couldn't score a goal if we doubled the size of the posts. I
should play as forward.

MANAGER: It's good to see that you're all excited to play, but we only need one more striker.

PLAYER 1: If you don't pick me, I am not playing any more.

MANAGER: And why not?

PLAYER 1: Because the striker is the best position and I never get picked as striker.

MANAGER: You should all know that every position in the team is important! The reason we are
winning is because you have all been playing your positions really well. Sure it's nice
to score goals, but the game is more than that.

<Manager opens his bible>

Look what the Bible says in Romans 12:6 “God has given us different gifts for doing certain things
well.”

Without the goalkeeper, the other team could score as many goals as they wanted. Without PLAYER
2's great defending, we would never stop the other team and without PLAYER 1 and PLAYER 3 in
mid-field we wouldn't be able to pass the ball around the pitch and help the striker to score a goal.

PLAYER 2: Well that might be right, but I never get any of the credit of the game. Everyone only
loves the goal scorer.

MANAGER: That is sometimes true. But you shouldn't worry so much about what others think
about you. It's more important that you please God by using the gifts he has given you
to the best of your ability.
Even out of the football pitch; if God has made you good at maths, you should be
thankful for that. If God has given you a good singing voice, then you should sing as
much as you can. Instead of trying to be like someone else, be thankful for the person
God has made you.

PLAYER 1: I think you are right. I am always trying to be like my brother, he is really fast, but I
can never run as fast as him and so i feel sad.

PLAYER 3: (talking to player 1). Your brother told me that he wishes he was as strong as you. He
said that you always make him feel weak.
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MANAGER: See God has made each one of us special and when we use our skills together then
everyone benefits. A good team is not about good players, but good players playing
together. Now let go play that second half. Player 2: Keep defending; you're best,
Player 1 & 3: Keep passing that ball around. If you all keep playing your best we will
win this game easy.

<ALL PLAYER> agree with the manager, stand up, put hand in and shout “GO TRUEWAY” and
exit
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PLAYER 1: We are never going to win this game.

PLAYER 2: They are too good for us!

PLAYER 3: They are too fast and too strong!

PLAYER 1: There's no point in us playing anymore!

PLAYER 3: You're right; it will just be embarrassing if they score any more goals.

MANAGER: (Walks in) Well team, this is a hard game, but keep playing your best.

PLAYER 2: There is no point. Our best is not good enough.

PLAYER 1: Yes, they are just too good. We quit!

PLAYER 3: That's right. Let's go home.

MANAGER: I know that you're all better than that. This is not a team of quitters. You need to keep
pressing on.

PLAYER 1: What's the point of pressing on, if we are going to lose?

MANAGER: In the Bible we read about a man called Paul. His life was often hard, he wrote that:

• He worked much harder, been jailed falsely more often, beaten up more times than he can
count, and at death’s door time after time.

• He was wiped five times with a rope with thirty-nine lashes.

• Beaten three times with sticks by Roman soldiers.

• And had rocks thrown at him once.

• He had been shipwrecked three times, and immersed in the open sea for a night and a day.

• Travelled year in and year out, had to cross rivers, fend off robbers, struggle with friends,
struggle with enemies.

• He was in danger in the city, at risk in the country, endangered by desert sun and sea storm,
and betrayed by those he thought were his friends.

• He had many a long and lonely night without sleep, many a missed meal, blasted by the cold
weather.

• And that’s not the half of it when you throw in the daily pressures and anxieties.

Yet despite all this he wrote in Philippians 3:14 - “I press on to reach the end of the race and receive
the heavenly prize for which God, through Christ Jesus, is calling us.”
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PLAYER 1: He must have been some superhero to keep going through all that.

PLAYER 2: I would have quit the first time I got shipwrecked.

PLAYER 3: Never mind having been beating so many times.

MANAGER: Paul could keep going because his eyes were fixed on a bigger goal. Instead of
focusing on all the problems, he kept his eyes on Jesus and his goals.

You see, when we lose a goal, it doesn't mean that we will lose the game. And even if we lose the
game, it doesn't mean that we will lose the league. There are always going to be things in life that
trip us up, but if we keep our eyes on Jesus, we will see what is most important and keep going.

PLAYER 1: Well, compared to what Paul had to go through, this match really doesn't seem so bad
after all.

PLAYER 2: Yeah, I would rather lose 5 – 0, than be stuck in prison and beaten falsely any day.

PLAYER 3: Come on; let’s go play that second half. You never know maybe we will even score a
goal in this half.

PLAYER 1: Or at least stop them from scoring any more.

MANAGER: That sounds more like the team I know. Go on, have a great second half!

All put hand in and shout 'GO TRUEWAY' and run back onto the pitch.
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SMALL
GROUP

QUESTIONS
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Small group questions

1) Do you think rules are important?

2) If you could make one new rule that everyone had to keep what would it
be?

3) What rules do you think are good?

4) What rules do you think are not fair?

5) Why were the players complain to the coach?

6) What are some times that we treat others unfairly?

7) How do you feel about God judge you the same way that you want him to
judge people who do bad things to you?

8) What did the coach read to the player from Deuteronomy 32:4? He said
“Everything God does is _______ and ________. He is a faithful God who
does no wrong; how just and upright He is!”
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Small group questions

1) What did the coach want one of the player to do?

2) What is a substitute?

3) When are some time you would like someone to swap places with you?

4) When are some time you don’t want someone to take your place?

5) What was Jesus willing to do for each one of us? What did coach read from
1 Peter 3:18; “Christ suffered for our ______ once for all time. He never sinned,
but he _______ for sinners to bring ______ safely home to God”

6) If someone did something bad to you, would you then be willing to take the
punishment for them?

7) What do we need to do to allow Jesus to become our substitute?
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Small group questions

1) Why were the players so tired?

2) What three areas did the coach says it’s important for us to train?

3) What did 1 Timothy 4:8 says "Physical training is ________, but training
for godliness is much ___________, promising benefits in this life and in the
life to come."

5) How can we train our bodies?

6) How can we train our minds?

7) How can we train our spiritual life?
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Small group questions

1) What position did all the player want to play?

2) Why did they want to play that position?

3) What does Romans 12:6 say “God has given us ________ gifts for doing
certain things well.”

4) What things are you good at?

5) What thing do you find harder to do?

6) How can you training the gifts that God has given us and become better at
them?

7) How can we use our gifts for God?

8) How can we use our gifts to help others?
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Small group questions

1) Why did the players want to give up?

2) Can you remember some of the things that happened to Paul?

3) Despite all these what did he say Philippians 3:14 - “I ________ to reach
the end of the _______ and receive the heavenly _______ for which God,
through Christ Jesus, is calling us.”

4) What are some problems that we face?

5) How are we able to keep our eyes on Jesus?

6) Have you ever prayed to ask God to help you when things are hard?
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MEMORY VERSE
“Everything God does is just

and fair. He is a faithful
God who does no wrong;

how just and upright He is!”
Deuteronomy 32:4

MEMORY VERSE
“Christ suffered for our sins
once for all time. He never

sinned, but he died for sinners
to bring you safely

home to God”
1 Peter 3:18

MEMORY VERSE
“God has given us different
gifts for doing certain things

well.”
Romans 12:6

MEMORY VERSE
"Physical training is good, but
training for godliness is much
better, promising benefits in

this life and in the life to come."
1 Timothy 4:8

MEMORY VERSE
“I press on to reach the end of

the race and receive the
heavenly prize for which God,

through Christ Jesus, is
calling us.”

Philippians 3:14

Day 1 Day 2

Day 3 Day 4

Day 5

MEMORY VERSES
Can be printed out and given to children to take home and memorize for next day.

Point and / or prizes can be given to each child that remembers the verse.
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FUN
GROUP GAMES
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Game Type: Pair Game
Number of Teams: Five or more (equal number of players)
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ground Markers
Object of Game: To find your partner as quickly as possible

Preparation: Mark out a large circle on the ground.

Directions:

1. Divide children into pairs.

2. Have them decide who is player 1 and who is player 2.

3. When the game starts, the player 1s walk clockwise around the outside of the circle and
the player 2s walk counter-clockwise around inside the circle.

4. When “attack” is shouted, players must find their partner as soon as possible and sit
down. The last pair to sit down is out.

5. Game continues until there is only one pair left. This pair is the winner.

Player 2s

Pl
ay

er
 1

s
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Game Type: Group
Number of players: Five or more
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ground Markers
Object of Game: To make it across the room without being tagged

Preparation: Two parallel lines are drawn on the ground about seven meters apart.

Directions:
1. One child starts off as ‘the spider’ in the middle of the room. All other children stand
behind one of the lines.

2. When the child in the middle shouts "Spider!” everybody has to cross to the other line.

3. If the spider touches someone, the touched player and the spider links by hands and,
from this moment, they are a chain and become a larger spider.

4. Every time a child is touched they get added to the chain.

5. When there are more than two in the chain, only the children on the outside can touch
the running players.

6. The game ends when everybody has been touched.

7. The last child to be touched wins and becomes the spider in the next game.

SPIDER TAG

Running

Players

Sp
id

er

Only
children on
outside can

tag

Safe Zone Safe Zone
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Game Type: Relay
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ground Markers and soft ball
Object of Game: To pass the ball to the player on your team

Preparation: Mark out the court as diagramed below.
Directions:
1. Children are divided into two teams and stand on opposite sides of the court.

2. Both teams choose a goalie. The goalie stands behind the line on the opposition's half
of the court.

3. Players attempt to throw the ball to their goalie to catch, without it being caught or
intercepted by the other team.

4. Players can pass the ball to other players on their team but can not run with the ball.
There must be no physical contact with opposition players and snatching is not allowed.
If the ball goes out of play it is returned to the goal keeper of the opposite team.
Ball must remain below head height, exempt for goal keeper.
Player must not come within 1 metre of goal line.

5. When a goal is scored players must return to their own half and the ball is given to the
goal keeper of the team that lost the goal.

6. The team with the most number of goals at the end of the game wins.

BENCH BALL

Team A Team B
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Game Type: Team game
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Bean bags or balls (more than number of children in teams)
Object of Game: To place the bean bags in the other teams circle.

Preparation: Make two equal size circles around 15 metres apart.
Directions:

1. Split the children into two teams.

2. Place equal number of bean bags in each circle.

3. On ‘go’ children run and try to place as many beanbags as possible in the other teams
circle. Children are not allowed to stand inside the circle. Players can only hold one object
at a time.

4. The game continues for a set about of time. When the leader shouts stop, all players
must put down their bean bags. Only the bean bags inside the circles will be counted.

5. The team with the most number of bean bags in their circle loses.

DUMPING GROUND

Dumping zoneBean
bags

Te
am

 A

Team
 B
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Game Type: Team game
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ground markers (or plastic cups)
Object of Game: To flip markers in your teams direction.

Preparation:  Place on the floor an equal number of ground markers face up and down.

Directions:

1. Split the children into two teams.

2. Designate one team as the "Volcano" team and the other as the "Crater" team and
have them line up on one side of the room.

3. Each team tries at the same time to flip the ground markers over to their side. So, the
volcano team is trying to get all the ground markers to look like volcanoes (upright), while
the craters are trying to get the ground markers to look like craters (upside down).

4. The first player runs, turns over a ground marker, then runs back and tags a team
member

5. This continues for a set about of time (usual 1 - 2 minutes)until stop is called.

6. When time is up the team with the most ground markers in their direction wins.

VOLCANO VS CRATER

Markers facing down

Markers facing up
Team A

Team B
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: One
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Soft Ball
Object of Game: To chose the correct answer and not get hit.

Preparation:  Prepare a quiz with two answer per question. This is a good game to reaffirm
lesson learned for drama and small groups.

Directions:

1. Choose two children be the throwers. They stand in the middle of the room on either
side.

2. The rest of the children can decide which side of the room to begin.

3. As each question is asked, children must decided which answer is correct “A” or “B” and
then run to that side of the room.

4. While trying to run to the correct side, the throwers try to hit the children running with
the ball. The children have 15 seconds to choose the right answer.

5. If a child is hit or if they are standing at the wrong answer when the 15 second is up,
they are out.

6. Game continues until there are only two runners left. The two players left win that game
and become the throwers for the next game.

DODGEBALL QUIZ

Side
A

Side
B

Thrower

Thrower
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Game Type: Team game
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Large blanket and soft ball
Object of Game: To sink all the other team’s ships

Preparation: Divide room in two

Directions:
1. Children are divided into two teams stand on opposite sides of the room.

2. The blanket is then raised so that children cannot see the other team.

3. The children then have 20 seconds to find a space on the ground to sit. Once sat down
children must remain seated in the same space until they are out. If a child moves they
are automatically out.

4. The teams throw the soft ball over the blanket in an attempt to hit one of the players on
the other team. If a direct hit takes place that player is out.

5. The game continues until all players on one team are out or time is up. In the case of
time limit, the team with the most number of player left wins.

BATTLE SHIPS

Team BTeam A
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Game Type: Team
Number of Teams: Two or more (5 players per team)
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: One piece of paper per player, pens, or pencils to draw
Object of Game: To guess the picture

Preparation: Place 4 pieces of paper and a pencil for each team in the middle of room
Directions:
1. Divide children into at least two teams with 5 people in each team. All players start on
one side of the room
2. The first player from each team walks to the middle of the room. Team leader whispers
something for the players to draw.
3. The players then have 30 seconds to draw that picture.
4. After 30 seconds the player continues to the other side of the room.
5. The second player from each team walks to the middle of the room and looks at the first
player’s drawing and has another 30 seconds to copy it, before joining player one on the
other side of the room.
6. The first player’s picture is removed, leaving only the second picture. The third player
from each team then walks to the middle of the room and looks at the second player’s
drawing and has another 30 seconds to copy it, before joining the players on the other side
of the room.
7. The second player’s picture is removed, leaving only the third picture. The fourth player
from each team then walks to the middle of the room and looks at the third player’s drawing
and has another 30 seconds to copy it, before joining the players on the other side of the
room.
8. The third player’s picture is removed, leaving only the fourth player’s picture.
9. The fifth player walks to the middle of the room and has 30 seconds to write on the
picture what he / she thinks it is a picture of.
10. If the fifth player guesses correctly then the team get a point.

After
Drawing

Team A

Team B

COPY THE PICTURE

Drawing
Stations
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: None
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Sheets of A4 paper or card
Object of Game: To avoid being caught by a shark

Preparation:  Place the same number of sheets of paper as kids randomly around the floor.

Directions:

1. Choose one or two children to become sharks. All other children are swimmers.

2. When the music starts all swimmers move around between the islands (A4 paper)

3. When the music stops the leader shouts shark attack and the sharks rush to touch a
child.

4. Any child that is touched by a shark is out of the game.

5. To make it more difficult as the game continues islands are remove for the game. If
swimmer is not fully on the island the sharks can eat them.

6. The last two children to avoid the sharks are the winners and become sharks for the
next game.

AVOID THE SHARKS

Shark

Swimmer

Island
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FOOTBALL
THEMED

GROUP GAMES
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: None
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Balloons and string
Object of Game: To burst other players balloons whilst protecting your own.

HOW TO PLAY
Preparation:  Inflate one balloon per child and tie a metre length of string to it

Directions:

1. Give every child a balloon and string and have them tie it around one ankle and spread
themselves around the room.

2. When you say start, the kids try to burst the balloons from players.

3. Once a balloon is burst that child is out and must not burst any other child's balloon.

4. The last player with a balloon is the winner.

Alternative game:

Split children into teams. Each team receives a different colour balloon i.e. Team A has
blue balloons, Team B has red balloons.
Game is then played as above but working in teams instead of individuals.

BALLOON STRIKE

Child with
Balloon
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Game Type: Relay
Number of Teams: Two or more
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ground Markers
Object of Game: To collect the most pairs of animals

Preparation: Print two pictures of each Trueway Character and place on the floor face-down
on one side of the room.

Directions:
1. Children are divided into at least two teams and stand on the opposite side of the room
to the pictures.

2. On ‘go’, the first player runs across the room and picks up one piece of paper and
returns it to their team

3. The goal is to collect two of each animal. (note: There should only be two pictures of
each character. So if Team A has two lions, team B will not have any lions)

4. Once a child picks up a piece of paper they must return with it to their team. The team
can then decided if the will keep that animal or return it to the pile. Team with incomplete
pairs lose points.

5. The game continues until all animals have been collected.

6. The team with the most number of character pairs at the end of the game are the winners.

COLLECT THE WHOLE TEAM

Team A

Team B

Character Picture
(Two of

each character)
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Game Type: Team game
Number of Teams: Two or more
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ground Markers, blindfold
Object of Game: To make it to the goal without touching a defender

Preparation: Mark a start line on one side of the room and a goal on another. You may
want to mark a pitch if the room is too large to reduce the space.

Directions:
1. Children are divided into at least two teams. Players from one team are the strikers and
players from the other team become defenders

2. One player from the striker team is blindfolded and then four defenders enter the pitch.
One the defenders find their space they must not move. If a defender moves their position
then they must leave the pitch.

3. On start the blindfolded child must walk across the room and into the goal by listening
to instructions from their team mates, while avoiding contact with any defender or going
off the pitch. If they touch a defender or go off the pitch they are out.

4. When the striker score a goal or is out. The next player on team becomes blindfolded
and four new defenders come onto the pitch.

5. The game continues until every player on one team has had a go and then another team
becomes the strikers.

6. The team with the most number of goals at the end of the game are the winners.

BLIND GOAL

Strikers Goal

Defenders
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Game Type: Team Game
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ground Markers, softball, or football
Object of Game: To score as many goals as possible

CRAB FOOTBALL

Team A Team B

Position

Preparation: Set up pitch as diagramed below.

Directions:
1. Children are divided into at least two teams and stand on opposite sides of the football
pitch.

2. All players must stay on ‘all fours’, with their stomachs facing the sky. None of the
players, including the goalkeepers, are allowed to kneel, stand, or run. Players can only
kick or hit the ball with their feet and/or head; no hands are allowed.

3. It a player moves incorrectly they are given a yellow card and then a red card which
means they have to leave the game.

4. Players are not allowed within 1 metre of the goal. There are no corners and goal kicks
must be performed while on ‘all fours’.

5. The object of the game is to score as many goals as possible. Usually between 3 - 5
minutes per half works well.

6. When a goal is scored, return the ball to the centre and the team who lost the goal start
again.

7. The Team who have scored the most goals at the end of the game win.
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Game Type: Team game
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Kit objects and stopwatch
Object of Game: One Team hides and the other team hunts

Preparation: Have kit objects and a stopwatch
Directions:

1. Split the children into two teams.

2. Take one team into another room so that they can’t see the other team.

3. Give each child in the remaining team a kit object to hide (shirt, shorts, socks, boots,
etc) and give the child 30 seconds to hide it (printed or real objects can be used).

4. After 30 seconds the other team is allowed back into the room.

5. The timer is then started and the team has to find the hidden objects as quickly as
possible.

6. Once all the objects are found the timer is stopped and the time is recorded.

7. Game is now repeated with the other team hiding and hunting.

8. The team who was fastest to find all the hidden objects win.

FIND YOUR KIT

Team B

Team A

Waiting Room Hiding Area
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Game Type: Team game
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Print out or draw a picture with a goal (template available),
blindfold, footballs with double sided tape.
Object of Game: To put the ball in the goal

Preparation: Pin picture onto wall
Directions:

1. Place picture with goal onto the wall

2. The first child is blindfolded and given a paper football with double sided tape on the
back and their name marked on the front.

3. The child must then walk forward to the picture and guess where the goal is.

4. The same is repeated until all children has had a go.

5. The child who put their football closest to the goal wins. Double point for their team if
actually put it inside the goal.

BALL IN THE GOAL

Goal

Example picture
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: Two
Playing Area: Indoors
Equipment or Supplies: Table, A4 paper and a table-tennis ball.
Object of Game: To blow the ball off the other side of the table

Preparation:  Put some barrier down long sides of tables to stop ball rolling off sides.
Cardboard or chairs work fine.

Directions:

1. Give each child a piece of paper and have them roll it into a straw that they can blow
through.

2. Two teams play at each time. Ball is placed in centre of table to begin and players must
wait until team leader says start before they can blow.

3. Points are scored by blowing the ball off the other side of the table. Points are also given
if ball is stopped by opposition player using the straw or other object.

4. Every time a point is scored, both players swap with another team member.

5. The first team to score five points win.

6. Game is repeated until each team has played each other or in a tournament fashion.

BLOW FOOTBALL

Team A Team B

Table
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: At least two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Printed characters and soft ball
Object of Game: To hit as many characters as possible.

Preparation:  Fix character printouts to wall

Directions:

1. Teams play this game one team at a time.

2. Have one team line up facing the characters on the wall.

3. Child must then throw the ball, aiming at one of the characters. (to make it harder you
could make them throw the ball overhead using both arms as in a football match).

4. A point is given for each character hit; allow a point is taken away if they hit their own
teams character (i.e. Tiger team hits the tiger character).

5. Each child has two throws. If all characters are hit after whole team has had their turn,
the team receives five bonus points.

6. Game is repeated until each team has a go.

TAKE AIM, THROW

Team A
Wall with character

pictures
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: At least two
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Random changing room objects. (Football kit, socks, boots,
drink bottles, fruit, bags, etc)
Object of Game: To spot the differences

Preparation:  Set up locker room objects in front of room

Directions:

1. All children sit in their teams facing the front of the room, where the locker room is set
up.

2. Children are given 15 seconds to study the locker room and must then turn around and
close their eyes.

3. While children are facing the other directions with eyes closed, a team leader changes
the locker room, either by moving objects or removing objects.

4. When told, children open their eyes and turn back around. They must then study the
locker room again and write down what is difference. Points are given for each thing they
notice.

5. Game can be repeated with more objects being moved, added, or removed each time.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

Looker room objects

Group
A

Group
B

Group
C
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: Two teams
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Large drinking bottles and a football
Object of Game: To knock down the other teams players

Preparation:  Print out five of each team characters to stick onto bottles.

Directions:

1. Mark a large square on the ground and a half way line

2. Teams can then place their bottles anywhere they wish inside their half of the square.
(for younger children or to make the game easier, line bottles in a row on the line next to
the team).

3. Taking it in turns players must roll the football and try to knock down the other team’s
bottles while avoiding their own bottles.

4. The first team to knock over all the other team’s bottles are the winners.

5. Can be played as a tournament with each team playing each other.

KNOCK THEM DOWN

Team A Team B

Bottles
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Game Type: Group Game
Number of Teams: Two teams
Playing Area: Indoors or Outdoors
Equipment or Supplies: Ten small drinking bottles and a tennis ball
Object of Game: To knock down as many bottles as possible

Preparation:  Set up bottles

Directions:

1. Set up bottles in a ten pin bowling formation.

2. One by one children take two bowls and try to knock down as many bottles as possible.

3. Children must start from behind a line. If children step over the line, then the bowl does
not count and they lose the turn.

4. If children knock down all the bottles with one bowl they get an extra 10 points, if they
knock them all down with two bowls they get an extra 5 points.

5. At the end of the game individual scores and team scores are added up. The team with
the most points wins. Ten bonus points are given to the team with the highest scoring
player.

TEN PIN PLAYERS

Team A
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FUN
FOOTBALL

DRILLS
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Clear the Ball
Drill Objective

Focuses on the pressure of being defensive and dribbling under pressure.

Set -Up

Mark a square on the ground about 8 - 10 metres in size.

Divide the children into teams of five. Two teams will play each time.

Give each child on one team a football. The other team will be the defending team.

Drill Instructions

1. The players with the ball dribble the ball around inside the square. If at any time the ball
leaves the box, the player dribbling it is out.

2. When team leader gives permission, the timer is started and one player from the
defending team enters the square and tries to clear a football out of the box.

3. If successful, the player with the ball leaves the game and the defending player swaps
places with another defender.

4. The defending player can remain in the square until they clear a ball from the square or
tag another player on their team after 10 seconds.

5. When the last football is cleared from the box, the time is stopped and recorded.

6. The game is then repeated with defender and dribbler teams swapping places.

7. The team who lasted the longest in the box wins.

8 - 10 metres
Dribbler Team
Defender Team
Ball
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Roll to Score
Drill Objective

Focuses on quick response and all-around game play.

Set - Up

Mark a pitch on the ground about 8 – 10 metres in size.

Divide the children into teams up to six players. Two teams will play each time.

Drill Instructions

1. Place ball in the middle of the pitch and have the players line up on either side.

2. Assign each child a number up to 6.

3. The team leader rolls a giant dice. The players watch to see what number it lands on.

4. Once the dice stops rolling, the players from each team with that number must run, get
the ball from the centre, and score a goal.

5. If a play enters the pitch before the dice has completely stopped, they face a 5 second
delay as a penalty.

6. If the other player gets to the ball first, the player without the ball must try and win it back
and score a goal.

7. If the ball goes out of play, no point is scored for either team and the dice is rolled again.

8. The game continues for a set about of time or until a set number of goals is scored.

8 - 10 metres
Team A
Team B
Ball 1

2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Drill Objective

Focuses on dribbling and listening skills.

Set--Up

Create two lines for the players.

Drill Instructions

1) The players line up behind one line. Each child is given a football.

2) When the team leader shouts a colour, the child must make his or her way to the other side
doing the correct action as listed:

Green means run with the ball (dribbling)

Orange means jog with the ball (dribbling)

Red means stop and control the ball

3) Any player that does the wrong action or loses possession of the ball is out.

4) The children keep going back and forth until only one child remains.

4) The last player to keep hold of the ball wins.

Traffic Lights

Child
Ball
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Drill Objective

Develops header control and catching skills.

Set-Up

Group the children into pairs and have them line up opposite each other.

Drill Instructions

1) The children line up about 1 metre from their partner.

2) When the team leader gives the command, Player A throws the ball for Player B to
header the ball back to player A. Player A must catch the ball from the header.

3) If successful, both players can take a set backwards. If unsuccessful they must remain
in the same place.

4) Player B then throws the ball to Player A to header back. Once more if successful, both
player can take a set backwards. If unsuccessful they must stay in the same place.

5) The first pair to make it to the finish line, or the closest team if time runs out, wins.

Head and Catch

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
3
4
5
6

Player A Player B
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Drill Objective

Focuses on passing, team work, and observation skills.

Set-Up

Split children into groups consisting of between 5 - 10. Have each group stand in a circle
with a ball in the centre.

Drill Instructions

1) One child is selected to guard the tower. All other children become attackers and must
remain outside the marked area. The attackers are given a football.

2) The attackers pass the ball around to each other in attempt to get a clear hit on the ball
in the centre. Attackers must make at least two passes before they aim for ‘the tower’.

3) The child selected to guard ‘the tower’ must stop the other players from hitting the
ball.

4) When a child hits the ball, they swap places with the defender.

Protect the Tower

Tower

Attacker

Defender

Ball
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Drill Objective

Develops dribbling, observation, and passing skills.

Set-Up

Mark a square on the ground and randomly place objects (tall cones are ideal) in the
middle of the square.

Split the group of children into two teams and then divide those teams into equal numbers
on opposite corners as in the diagram below.

Drill Instructions

1) When the team leader shouts start, the first player from each team will race through the
obstacles dribbling the ball. They must not make contact with another child or will be required
to return to the start.

2) Once through the obstacles, the child can pass the ball to another child on his or her team.

3) That child then repeats, running through the obstacles and passing to another child.

4) This continues until all children are back in their original positions.

5) The first team to complete the relay wins.

Obstacle Relay

Team A

Team B

Ball

Obstacle

Dribble

Pass
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Coach Says “Warm up”
Drill Objective

Warm up and increase fitness level.

Set-Up

Create a large circle.

Drill Instructions

1) Have the children find a space inside the circle.

2) The team leader gives the instructions to the children.

If the team leader says “Coach says ….,” then the child must obey the command.

If the coach does not say “Coach says ....,” then the child must ignore the
command.

3) If a child does not do the correct action, they must run around the outside of the group.

4) ‘Coach Says’ ideas: Star jumps,

Press ups

Sit ups

Run on the spot

Stand on left / right leg

Etc.

Children

Team Leader

Circle
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Drill Objective

Focuses on speed and shot accuracy.

Set-Up

Make a full size goal. Select one goalkeeper and divide the remaining children into two
teams. Place a football on the penalty spot. Place two disc cones in front of each team as

depicted below.

Drill Instructions

1) On the team leader’s command, the first player from each team should sprint around the
cone in front of his or her line and to the football on the penalty spot.

2) The two players try to get to the ball first and should battle for possession and quickly
attack the goal.

3) The players should battle each other for the ball and either player can score a goal once
possession is won.

4) The first player to score a goal wins a point for his or her team and then the above
instruction is repeated for the next player.

5) The team with the most goals at the end wins.

One on One Attack

Team A

Team B

Ball

Goal Keeper

Disc cone
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Don’t Lose the Ball
Drill Objective

Focuses on speed and ball control.

Set-up

Mark a square and a line about 10 metres from the square. Give each child a football.

Drill Instructions

1) Have all the children stand in the square and give each child a football.

2) The children must dribble the ball around the square, but on the team leader’s command,
they must stop the ball, run to the line, return to the square, and place a foot on a football.

3) While the children are running to the line, the team leader removes one football.

4) The child without a football is out.

5) This repeats until one child is the winner.

BallChild
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Squares
Drill Objective

Focuses on ball control and team defending skills.

Set-Up

Mark two squares as diagrammed below.

Drill Instructions

1) Choose one child to be the defender. The defender stands in the larger square and cannot
enter the smaller square. All other children start in the smaller square and are given one
football each.

2) The children with the ball must make his or her way outside the larger square with the ball
and return to the smaller square. The children can only stay inside the smaller square or
outside the larger square for a maximum of 10 seconds.

3) The defender must try to get the ball away from the child as they run through the larger
square (either by winning position or kicking the ball out of the square).

4) When a child loses the ball, they also become a defender.

5) The game is over when there is only one child left with a ball.

Attacker

Defender

Ball
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CRAFTS
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CUP CAKES
Materials Needed

A4 paper

Thick A4 card

Scissors

Double sided tape

Cocktail sticks

Cake ingredients or cup cakes

Tape

Preparations

Buy ingredients, ready made mix or ready made cupcakes.

Instructions

• Print out wrappers onto plan paper

• Print out cake toppers onto think cark

• Depending on method, either bake the cakes with the children following the directions on
the next page or move straight onto decoration.

• Cut out wrapper

• Wrap around outside of cupcake and fix in place using double sided tape.

• Cut out cake toppers of choice

• Attach to cocktail stick using tape

• Insert into cupcake
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Easy Cupcakes for Kids

Baking Ingredients

170g (6 oz) butter or margarine

170g (6 oz) sugar

3 eggs

170g (6 oz) self-raising flour

24 paper cases

Method

1 ) Preheat the oven to 180 C / Gas 4. Line a muffin tin with paper cases.

2) Cream together margarine and sugar till light and fluffy. Add eggs one at a time, beating
continuously. Sift in flour and mix gently.

3) Spoon mixture into prepared muffin tin. Bake for 20 minutes (dependant on cake size)
until golden brown and skewer comes out clean. Cool on a wire rack.

200g plain chocolate

sweets to decorate (eg M&M's, jelly sweets, smarties)

Cocktail sticks

Method

1) (Adult) Melt chocolate either in a bowl suspended over a pan of simmering water, or in
the microwave at 30 second intervals.

2) When warm, NOT HOT, allow children to drizzle melted chocolate on top of cupcakes and
decorate with sweets.

3) Cut out cake topper character of choice, attach to cocktail stick and insert into cupcake.

4) Leave to set and then add Cupcake wrappers and finally enjoy!
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Glue Here

Glue Here

Glue Here

Cake
wrappers
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COACH

COACH

Cake Toppers
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FINGER PUPPETS
Materials Needed

Thick A4 card

Colouring pencils or pens

Scissors

Preparations

Print out the templates onto think A4 card. You will need to print one paper of template 1 per
child and one paper of template 2 per two children.

Instructions

1. Print out finger puppets onto thick card.

2. Colour the finger puppets.

3. Cut out with scissors around outside line.

4. Use a pencil to make a hole for the fingers. Adult help advised.

Game Idea

Why not have a penalty competition?

Use a table tennis ball as a football and then on a table allow one child to play as goal keeper
and another as the goalkeeper.

Each child takes five penalty kicks. The child that scores the most goals wins.
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Finger puppets - template 1
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Finger puppets - template 2
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PHOTO FRAME
Materials Needed

2 x A4 Thick card

Felt

Scissors

Glue Sticks

Photo of Child

Ribbon

Preparations

Print out the template onto think A4 card.

Instructions

1. Cut out the templates from the card.

2. Cut out the middle of the front template as marked. (Adult help may be needed).

3. Using the triangle template, cut out six triangle from the felt.

4. Glue the felt triangle above the x’s marked on front template.

5. Carefully trim outside of felt triangles to round off with template.

6. Glue front and back template together, being careful only to glue in the marked areas.

7. Glue ribbon the back of frame.
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Front of frame

Triangle template
to cut out felt

Cut out here

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Photo
here

Back of Frame

DO NOT
GLUE
HERE
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NAME BRACELETS
Materials Needed

Elastic

Football beads

Letter beads

Plan beads

Preparations

Cut lengths of elastic large enough to fit around wrist.

Instructions

1. Find the letter beads needed to spell your name.

2. Choose a selection of football and plan beads.

3. Place beads on elastic.

4. Tie a note on either side of the beads so that they are situated in the middle.

5. Tie bracelet onto child's wrist.

6. Cut off excess elastic.
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Materials Needed

Thick A4 card

String or elastic

Double-sided tape or glue

Hole punch

Scissors

Colouring pencils or pens

Preparations

Print out the template onto think A4 card.

Instructions

1. Allow children to colour pictures of the monkey and football on the template page.
(leave the background white).

2. Cut out both circles containing picture from the template page.

3. Glue the two circles back to back.

4. Using a hole punch, make two holes on as marked on the template.

5. Cut two 10 cm lengths of string or elastic.

6. Tie the string through the holes on both sides.

7. Using your hand rotate the string and will appear the monkey is kicking the ball!

THAUMATROPE
A thaumatrope is a round card with is a design on each side. When you spin the circle
quickly, an optical illusion allows you to view two images overlapping, as if by magic!
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ACTIVITY
SHEETS
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Help the giraffe
to find the coach



Help the giraffe
to find the coach

Answer sheet



Finish the picture



Finish the picture
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Goal, header, goalie, pass, defender, midfielder,
boots, forward, coach, pitch, referee, corner,

freekick, penalty, post, foul, redcard.

Wordsearch



Goal, header, goalie, pass, defender, midfielder, boots, forward, coach,
pitch, referee, corner, freekick, penalty, post, foul, redcard.

Wordsearch Answers
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Help Elephant
score a goal

GOAL!!!



Help Elephant score a goal
Answer sheet

GOAL!!!



World champions
Argentina, Brazil, England, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Uruguay.



World champions Answers

Argentina, Brazil, England, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Uruguay.



ACROSS

3 -The Eiffel tower is here.
6 - Capital city is Berlin
7 - Famous for it's pizza
8 - Southern most country in South America

World champions
Crossword challenge

DOWN

1 - Hosted the World Cup in 2014
2 - South American Country
4 - Part of the United Kingdom
5 - Known for bull runs, flamenco and siestas

Can you guess the country?



ACROSS

3 -The Eiffel tower is here.
6 - Capital city is Berlin
7 - Famous for it's pizza
8 - Southern most country in South America

World champions
Crossword challenge

Answers

DOWN

1 - Hosted the World Cup in 2014
2 - South American Country
4 - Part of the United Kingdom
5 - Known for bull runs, flamenco and siestas



Which tiger below
matches the one
on the right?



Which tiger below
matches the one
on the right?
ANSWER SHEET



Join the dots and colour



How many
words can you

make from
Football



How many
words can you

make from
Football

a, of, at, to, lob, all, tab, fab, loo, lot, too, boo, bat,
oat, fat, bot, lab, fool, toll, blot, foot, tall,
flab, boat, loot, loft, boot, fall, boll, ball, tool,
bolt, flat, alto, foal, loaf, afoot, aloft, bloat, taboo
allot, float,ballot, football

Answers
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Who am I?
Read the clues to identify each player and number them

1) I am a girl, I have a pink bow and a blue shirt

2) I am a cat, I am wearing blue and have a whistle in my mouth

3) I have a tail, a blue socks and my number is more than 7

4) I am very tall, don’t have white shorts but have yellow gloves

5) I am waving, I have a tail and a trunk

6) Apart from the goal keeper, my shirt number is the lowest



Who am I?
Read the clues to identify each player and number them

1) I am a girl, I have a pink bow and a blue shirt

2) I am a cat, I am wearing blue and have a whistle in my mouth

3) I have a tail, a blue socks and my number is more than 7

4) I am very tall, don’t have white shorts but have yellow gloves

5) I am waving, I have a tail and a trunk

6) Apart from the goal keeper, my shirt number is the lowest

1

2

3

4

5
6

answers
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3 8

33 18

27 14



Do the maths
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7 5

13 6

3 8

33 18

27 14

answers

12

7

24

51

13



1) It takes tiger 30 seconds to run the length of the pitch, if he is on the half way line, how
long will it take him to get to the other side?

2) Coach is trying to count all the football boots. There all five player are wearing theirs on
the pitch and he has 4 more pair in the locker room. How many boots are there in total?

3) Trueway United are 3 goals behind the other team. The other team have scored 7 goals.
How many goals do Trueway United have?

4) Monkey always rides his bike to football training. It takes him 25 mintues to ride from
his house to the pitch. If training is at 4:00pm what time does he need to leave?

5) Giraffe is 30cm taller then Elephant. Elephant is 15cm taller then frog. If Frog is 125cm
tall, how tall is Giraffe?

6) Coach times all the player having a race. Monkey takes 15 seconds, Tiger 10 seconds, Frog
12 seconds and Giraffe 17 seconds. How many seconds did the last play finish behind the
first?

7) Trueway United have won 7 matches, drew 4 matches and lost 2 matches so far this
season. They still have 12 matches left to play. How many matches are there in the full
season?

Maths worksheet



1) It takes tiger 30 seconds to run the length of the pitch, if he is on the half way line, how
long will it take him to get to the other side? 15 seconds

2) Coach is trying to count all the football boots. There all five player are wearing theirs on
the pitch and he has 4 more pair in the locker room. How many boots are there in total?
18 boots

3) Trueway United are 3 goals behind the other team. The other team have scored 7 goals.
How many goals do Trueway United have? 4 goals

4) Monkey always rides his bike to football training. It takes him 25 mintues to ride from
his house to the pitch. If training is at 4:00pm what time does he need to leave? 3:35pm

5) Giraffe is 30cm taller then Elephant. Elephant is 15cm taller then frog. If Frog is 125cm
tall, how tall is Giraffe? 170cm

6) Coach times all the player having a race. Monkey takes 15 seconds, Tiger 10 seconds, Frog
12 seconds and Giraffe 17 seconds. How many seconds did the last play finish behind the
first? 7 seconds

7) Trueway United have won 7 matches, drew 4 matches and lost 2 matches so far this
season. They still have 12 matches left to play. How many matches are there in the full
season? 25 matches

Maths worksheet
Answers



World Tour

1) England

2) USA

3) Portugal

4) Brazil

5) Australia

6) South Africa

7) Russia

8) Canada

Trueway United have a world football tour,
Can you mark their route on the map below?



World Tour
Trueway United have a world football tour,

Can you mark their route on the map below?

1) England

2) USA

3) Portugal

4) Brazil

5) Australia

6) South Africa

7) Russia

8) Canada

8

2
1

3

4

56

7



Brazil

Italy

France

Germany

Argentina

Mexico

Spain

England

USA

Colour the kits - memory game



Brazil

Italy

France

Germany

Argentina

Mexico

Spain

England

USA

Colour the kits - memory game

To play this game first
Download pictures of the latest

kits of the named team.

Show each kit to the children
for 10 seconds

After allow children to colour in
the worksheet.

When finished check answers
against original images.



Design a Kit
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RESOURCES
All resources are also available to download from

www.truewaykids.com
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INVITE FLYER
OR POSTER



Pdf 67.jpg
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COACH

BUNTING

Each triangle fits one A4 page
Available to download from www.truewaykids.com

Pdf 82.jpgPdf 83.jpg
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TEAM FROG TEAM
MONKEY

TEAM
GIRAFFE

TEAM
TIGER

TEAM
ELEPHANT

TEAM
LION

CO ACH

NAME TAGS
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Half Time
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Child Registration Form
One form to be completed per child

Full name: ______________________________ Name by which child is known:_____________

Date of Birth: _________________ School:___________________________________________

Name of Persons with parental responsibility:___________________________________________

Relationship to child: ___________________________________________

Address:________________________________________________________________________

Postcode: _________________________

Telephone number: _______________________ Mobile Number: ________________________

Alternative contacts:

Name: ___________________ Relationship: _______________ Telephone: ________________

Name: ___________________ Relationship: _______________ Telephone: ________________

Name of anyone else who may collect your child:________________________________________

Password used for others to collect your child: ___________________________________

Additional information:

Allergies/dislikes / Dietary restrictions:________________________________________________

Medical conditions or additional needs: ________________________________________________

Doctor’s name: ____________________________ Practise:_______________________________

Language spoken at home: ______________________________

Any other information (please use back of page for additional space)

WALK HOME ALONE: Unless permission is given your child must be collected

I /we consent to my child being allowed to walk home: Yes / No

I have read, understand and agree to the terms and conditions. I have disclosed any medical information which will be needed
by ______________________________. I give my consent for photographs and video materials of my children to be used. I
give my consent for the administration of basic first aid treatment by qualified first aid staff and give my consent for my child
to be taken to hospital in case of an emergency, providing I am immediately advised of this action. I give permission for my
child to take part in local supervised off-site activities during the clubs hours. (Additional permission will be needed for of any
trip which changes pick up / drop of time or is further then 2 miles away).

Any child leaving the club alone must have an adult complete the Walk Home Alone section. Unless requested by letter, children
should not bring valuables or any extra money. _________________ take no responsibility for lost or stolen valuables.

Continuous, disruptive and unacceptable behaviour by any child will result in their removal from the activities. Children should
be appropriately clothed for participation in all activities. In good weather we may take the children outside. Sun cream,
sunglasses and hats must be provided by parent/guardians.

If a child needs medication they will administer it themselves and make the holiday club staff aware that they have done so.
If help is needed this should be arranged by parent/guardians in advance by speaking to _______________________.

Information will be kept for 24 months and then securely destroyed.

Signature: _________________________________ Date: _____/_______/______



First Name Last Name Age In Out

Sign-in Form
Date: __/__/__



Incident Report – Record Form
This form is to be completed by an adult witness whenever an incident occurs. The completed form

should be given to the parents/guardians of the child or young person if requested, and a copy needs
to be filed away for future reference (securely).

GENERAL INFORMATION

Name of group/activity: _____________________ Supervisors name: _________________________

Name of injured person:_______________________________________________________________

Birth date: _________________________________ Age (If under 21): __________________________

Names of parents/guardians: ___________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________

Phone/s: ___________________________________________________________________________

Date of incident: ______________________ Time of incident:________________________________

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

1. Describe the incident – what is presenting issue, without making diagnosis if not qualified to
do so (use the back of page if necessary):

i. Where did it happen?

ii. What area of the person’s body was injured?

iii. What was the person doing when the incident happened?

iv. How did the incident happen?

2. Names of leaders supervising at the time of the incident:

__________________________________________________________________________________

3. Name(s) of any other witnesses to the incident:

__________________________________________________________________________________

4. How did the person respond after the incident?

__________________________________________________________________________________

5. Was first aid given or some other action taken? Yes / No

If yes, by whom & what was given? ____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

6. Follow up actions: ________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________


